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An epistle from our revered teacher Maimon ben Yosef, 

written in the city of Fez in the year 1,471 to the 

Seleucid era [=1160]. He sent it to one of our brethren 

to provide relief and consolation to distressed souls 

who are in pain on account of the evils of the exile and 

suffer on account of the remoteness of the salvation, its 

promises and expectations, and who are persecuted 

day and night and are slain in sanctification of His name 

by performing His commandments.





Know that it has already been clarified and proven in the prophetic writings, rabbinic 

commentaries, and communal traditions—a veritable and immutable truth—that God 

has foreknowledge of all that will come to pass; that He changes nothing; that He does 

not esteem something and subsequently disparage it. It is man, however, who lacks 

hidden knowledge, who is variable, who first desires something and subsequently 

rejects it, first esteem sit and later denigrates it…

He, however, is unlike this. He saw fit to choose a particular nation to be His, elevated it, 

favored it and drew it near to Him in an unprecedented manner. We understand that He 

had foreknowledge of them; that they would serve Him and keep His commandments 

from start to finish and any interruptions [in that worship] are merely transitory and not 

lasting.

Just as a healthy person grows steadily to stability, stays that way for a while, and will 

later succumb to weakness and illness that damage his health and alter his appearance 

may look as though he was never healthy at all—eventually his health will steadily 

improve until he looks as though he was never even ill.





Therefore, we are obliged to trust in God and 

have faith in Him; not to doubt His promises 

just as we do not doubt His existence; not to 

fear that He might reject us because He has 

promised to keep us close [at times of anger as 

well as in times of contentment].

Let not the seeming advantages of other 

nations—their longevity, numerical superiority, 

deeds and plans—frighten us, because we trust 

in God and believe in His promises. Even if they 

are ruling over us with a heavy hand; even if 

they subjugate us and oppress us; even if we 

suffer day and night…

Despite all this, we must be firm in our trust 

and hope…



The impetus for Maimonides to write Igeret HaShmad was that a particular rabbi living 

outside Spain wrote a letter condemning the Spanish Jewish community for converting 

to Islam. The letter was written in response to a question by a secret Spanish Jew on 

the status of forced Jewish converts to Islam. The rabbi showed insensitivity to the 

Jewish situation in Spain and failed to express sympathy and encouragement.

The rabbi wrote that belief in Islam and its teachings is considered idolatry. Therefore, a 

Jew who is forced to convert to Islam is first obligated to give up their life rather than 

convert. Failure to do so renders the person an apostate, excommunicated from the 

Jewish community, unfit to testify in a Jewish court of law and invalid to be a witness in 

a marriage or divorce. This is the case even where the person secretly practices Judaism 

at home.

Furthermore, he wrote, if one entered a Mosque, even without praying, that person is 

considered an apostate. If, after attending prayers in a Mosque, one prays to G-d at 

home, the prayers are despised, hypocritical and considered a sin. In conclusion, he 

wrote, every Jew is obligated to give up his life rather than accept Islam.
























